
Make Bobs Big Boy Diamond Jim Sandwich

"Big Dogs and Cats are everywhere in St. Petersburg, but you're never alone in your adventures" -
The Big. Big Boy Jungle Park [?] (c 1980) the big boy who needed a friend at a steel. My name is Phil
and I just wanted to say how much I enjoyed the show yesterday. Your introduction was phenomenal
and although the parts that are not your story and that i enjoyed the most were the conversations
with Doc and myself it was interesting to hear more about. Big Boy from St. Petersburg. Also, your
playing their songs was great! Thanks.Advertising Read more Moscow (AFP) Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov on Friday urged the United States to release a Russian-American
"negotiation team" seized in late December on suspicion of spying. "Please, do not deprive us of the
right of a team of the Russian-US dialogue, especially if they had taken up a dialogue," Lavrov said
at a news conference alongside the US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo in Moscow. "What happened
with this team, what was done with them, what happened with them after they were held in fact
amounts to detention. We call on Washington to release the detained Russian-American negotiation
team," he said. Lavrov's comments came after Russian opposition lawmaker Vitaly Milonov said on
Thursday the suspected spies -- a US citizen and a Russian officer -- had been found carrying
material "relevant to the surveillance of infrastructure and other citizens of the Russian Federation."
"If they are really guilty, I don't see how they can be convicted in the United States," Lavrov told
reporters, adding that Washington should explain what material they had. Moscow says Washington
has to explain what evidence it has against the "prisoners" of "booby-trapped" apartment. Pompeo,
on his first visit to Moscow since the US Senate voted last week to eliminate his job, insisted that the
men's detention was not a hostage crisis and said the United States wants to give them a fair trial.
"If there is any allegation that these individuals have done anything wrong at all, we want to have
the ability to prove that," Pompeo told journalists after the press conference. "And I think the only
reason that these individuals have been detained in the first place is they were mistaken for
somebody who was actually a government agent of Russia in some manner." - 'Meddling in our
internal affairs' -
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